
THE ISPORTSANALYSIS
ONLINE ANALYSIS PLATFORM

Harnessing Cloud Technology To Transform The Analysis Process
A GROUND-BREAKING ONLINE VIDEO & DATA ANALYSIS SOLUTION



Powerful, Affordable ONLINE 
Video & Data Analysis Capability

 Transforming the way that coaches can access and use analysis 
within their coaching programmes.

 Creating a range of new learning and development opportunities 
for both coaches and players.

 Saving hours of effort by providing instant access and sharing 
capability.

 Accelerating the development process by putting the player at the 
centre of the analysis process.

The iSportsAnalysis online analysis platform provides a unique, video
and data analysis solution for coaches in any sport.

It combines powerful video and data analysis capability with the
instant access and sharing workflows afforded by the latest cloud
technology.

This unique platform enables coaches to view and analyse individual
and team performance in a more effective way than ever before.

The iSportsAnalysis solution contains ALL of the analysis functionality
of traditional analysis software solutions like SportsCode, Nacsport,
Focus etc. – but in a completely online environment.



Access the iSportsAnalysis analysis platform, and on any 
device – no need for software to be installed on individual 
laptops/tablets/phones.

Each coach and player has their own private login which 
means that each individual can access the platform at a 
time an place that suits them.

Instant sharing of analysis. Your video and analysis are 
immediately available to your staff & players.

Powerful online analysis tools facilitate in-depth video & 
data analysis.

Invaluable drawing, animation and session planning 
technology to enhance the visualisation of your information 
and feedback.

Enhancing player engagement and development process 
by providing your players with the ability view, analyse and 
interpret their own performance.

Capacity to analyse coaching behaviour using the Coach 
Analysis and Intervention System (CAIS).















The Benefits

Complimenting existing delivery 
models to enhance development



The private, ‘two-way’ messaging facility enables
players to ask any questions and view any feedback
and comments that the coach has provided.

The ‘instant sharing’ benefits afforded by our cloud 
technology ensures that the coach can access & view the 

analysis undertaken by each individual player.

The 'user-friendly’ Design means coaches & players 
can quickly and easily access, view and analyse any 

games that you have uploaded for them.

The platform enables the coach to analyse games
online - and this analysis is then available for the
players to access and interactively review.

The ability for a Coach to provide private, 
personalised feedback to individual players and 
to answer any of their questions is invaluable.

Coaches & players can access the platform on any 
device with WIFI, no hardware costs are incurred 

and no software installation is required.

The interactive review facility provides instant access to 
any key aspects of performance that have been 

identified and ‘tagged’.

The wide range of animation and onscreen drawing and
text tools can be used by the coach to highlight &
reinforce key coaching points.

THE VALUE

 UPLOAD ANY VIDEO FORMAT. Videos are seamlessly uploaded and automatically 
transcoded to work in iSportsAnalysis.

 INVALUABLE ANALYSIS. Analysis undertaken by the coach is instantly accessible to 
staff/players given permission to access – on any device and at a time and place that suits.

 PLAYER ACCESS. Each player has their own account and can log in and then privately 
view, analyse and interpret their own performance. 

 SHARING. All analysis carried out by the coach or by individual players is instantly shared 
and available to review interactively with those given permission to access.

 PRIVATE FEEDBACK. Coaches can provide individual feedback on key moments and 
players can post questions.

 SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE DESIGN. The clean, user-friendly Dashboard design ensures 
coaches and players can quickly learn and use the platform.

FEATURES

A unique combination of powerful analysis and cloud technologies - in a clean, easy-to-use use design. 

 Simple, fast multi-video upload process.
 Access existing Analysis Templates from our Library.
 You can quickly and easily create your own Templates.
 Fast, effective and easy-to-use video ‘tagging’ process.
 Wide range of video controls and tools (e.g. speed).
 Powerful online interactive review capability.
 The ability to auto-create ‘Highlight’ movies and ‘Playlists’.
 Unique, video-linked Private Feedback capability.
 Players can ask questions using the Feedback facility.
 Key Performance Data is generated automatically and ‘export-ready’.
 Enhance feedback using advanced animation and drawing tools.
 Add onscreen text (linked to that moment in video).
 Live streaming and real-time analysis capability.
 Add Documents to your team account for players to view.
 Control over who can view games and individual analysis.
 Easily add/remove players/coaches to/from your account.

FUNCTIONALITY

…AND MUCH, MORE!

Individual player access means they can analyse &
interpret their own performance – opening a range
of new learning & development opportunities.

VIEW – ANALYSE – INTERPRET - SHARE



THE ‘COACH-DRIVEN’ ANALYSIS PROCESS

COACH ANALYSES THE VIDEO
 The coach goes through the video and ‘Tags’ any key events identified.

 These events are automatically added to the Timeline facility, ready to be 
reviewed.

COACH UPLOADS THE VIDEO
 The coach uploads the video they want to analyse and review.

 The coach creates or selects the analysis Template they want to use as the 
basis for their (individual or unit or team) analysis.

COACH INTERACTIVELY REVIEWS KEY EVENTS

 The coach can create ‘Highlight’ movies and ‘Bookmarks for player to view.

 Key coaching points can be added for players to view. These are directly
linked to the specific moment in the video that they refer to.

 Onscreen comments and drawings can be added to enhance feedback.
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COACH CREATES HIGHILIGHTS AND/OR PROVIDES FEEDBACK

 The interactive review facility enables the coach to instantly access and view 
any key events ‘tagged’.

 When an event is selected the video instantly moves to that exact point in 
the action.



PLAYERS LOG IN AND ANALYSE 
THEIR OWN PERFORMANCE

 The player logs into their account on
their device and selects their game
video and the analysis template.

 They then move through the video
and use the prescribed analysis
template to ‘tag’ key moments of
their performance.

THE COACH UPLOADS
THE GAME VIDEO

 The Coach uploads the video they
want to analyse - or that they want
the individual players to analyse.

 The Coach creates/selects the
template that they want the
player(s) to use for their individual
‘tagging’ and analysis

PLAYERS INTERACTIVELY REVIEW 
KEY ASPECTS OF PERFORMANCE

 The Coach can interactively review
any of the events and subsequent
questions added by any individual
player.

 They can provide feedback privately
to any player and this feedback is
again interactively linked to the
moment in the video that it refers to.
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COACH CAN REVIEW PERFORMANCE 
AND PROVIDE PRIVATE FEEDBACK

 The player can then use the unique
online interactive review facility to
instantly access/view any aspect of
performance they are interested in.

 The player can use the private
messaging facility to ask the coach
any questions. These questions are
interactively linked to the specific
moment in the video they refer to.

Coach Uploads The Game 
Video To The iSportsAnalysis 

Online Platform

Coach Chooses Analysis 
Template They Want To Use For 

Their Individual/Unit/Team 
Analysis

Player Logs In And Views & 
Analyses (Tags) Their Own 

Performance

Player Can Interactively review any 
events added and post (private) 

Questions To The Coach

Coach Logs In And Views Any 
Individual Player Analysis As Well As 
Any Comments & Questions posted.

Coach Can Provide Private, 
Interactive Feedback For Any Player

Player Can Log In And 
Interactively View Coach 

Feedback

THE ‘PLAYER CENTRED’ ANALYSIS PROCESS



The analysis of individual coaching behaviour is increasingly being recognised as having a
crucial role to play within coaching education and development. Many coaches are
unaware of what their coaching behaviour actually looks like and therefore have no starting
point for improvement.

iSportsAnalysis have partnered with Loughborough University to fully integrate the Coach
Analysis and Intervention System (CAIS). Developed by Dr. Chris Cushion and his team,
CAIS is now exclusively available on our online platform. CAIS ONLINE provides a
uniquely powerful, flexible and user-friendly solution for those coaches looking to analyse
their own coaching behaviour.

Coaches can quickly & seamlessly upload their coaching videos, then utilize the CAIS
technology to analyse and better understand any key aspects of their coaching behaviour.
The interactive review and data-reporting facilities give a more comprehensive and
valuable understanding of individual coaching behaviour than ever before.

IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS 
OF COACHING BEHAVIOUR

IN PARTNERSHIP 
WITH…



PRICING & FINDING OUT MORE
If you are interested in learning more about the iSportsAnalysis online solution or on costs, 

please contact our team directly at:

analysis@isportsanalysis.com

mailto:anadi@isportsanalysis.com
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